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INTRODUCTION
You do not need to be a feng shui guru or an interior designer to appreciate that messy
cables in your home can be a real eyesore. In fact, hiding or completely removing external
wiring is a key design criterion in consumer electronics. In my home, I have a wireless
connection between my TV and a subwoofer. I have two smart speakers and a laptop
connected via Wi-Fi to my broadband residential gateway (modem/router). All family
members (except the dog) have smartphones that generally connect via Wi-Fi in the home
to save on cellular data usage or because the cellular connection is not good enough
indoors. With six devices connected via Wi-Fi, we are digital laggards in comparison with the
average North American household. The average in North America currently stands at
around eight, according to several independent surveys.
Even eight might be an underestimate. In a Light Reading webinar poll about the average
number of devices connected at home, the most popular response (37% of respondents)
was between 11 and 15 devices. The average response was around 13 devices.
Figure 1: How many connected devices does the average subscriber household
have on your networks?
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Many households connect their TV, DVR, and/or game console to their router to stream
internet video and play games. And many have multiple laptops and multiple smartphones
connecting to Wi-Fi along with smart home devices such as speakers, smoke detectors,
security cameras, thermostats, lights, and displays. In the smart home of the future, the
number of devices connecting to a single broadband gateway could easily exceed 20.
While it is great news for residential broadband providers that their services are becoming
more and more important to consumers, the proliferation of new devices in the home also
poses a problem. When consumers have difficulty connecting some random consumer
electronics device they bought online to their router, who do they call? The manufacturer?
The retailer? No, they generally call their broadband service provider and complain that “the
internet is broken.”
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Customer care agents then have the difficult job of explaining that the problem has nothing
to do with the network without frustrating the customer further. They can run a diagnostic
to the home router confirming the service is fine. But the consumer is interested in the
service to the end device. Although this “last yard” is not the service provider’s
responsibility, if it can remotely solve issues in the home, it can build consumer loyalty and
avoid unnecessary truck rolls.

THE NEED FOR LAST YARD (IN-HOME) VISIBILITY
While many smart home devices consume little bandwidth, video streaming to TVs, laptops,
tablets, and smartphones can be a major bandwidth hog. As consumers shift their viewing
from linear, broadcast TV (terrestrial, cable, satellite) to on-demand internet video (Netflix,
Amazon Prime, etc.), the amount of Wi-Fi traffic in the home will increase significantly. This
effect will be further exacerbated by the adoption of higher definition video (4K, 8K, etc.)
and, in the future, 360-degree virtual reality content. Concurrent streams of such content in
the home will stretch the capacity of home Wi-Fi networks. As consumers push the envelope
of what their home routers can do, they will increasingly face channel interference and even
dead spots, leading to slow throughput, buffering, and dropped connections.
Indeed, in a recent Light Reading webinar survey, respondents identified Wi-Fi connectivity
as the top issue that concerns their subscribers in the smart home, ahead of security and
interoperability.
Figure 2: What are the biggest issues that concern your subscribers in smart
homes?
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When experiencing such problems, the consumer will often assume there is an issue with
their internet service. In their frustration, they may then call their service provider to
complain (or even worse, vent their angst on social media). But after running the usual
diagnostics to confirm the service is fine to the home router, how can the service provider
help its customers connect their devices? That is, after all, why they are paying for a
broadband service in the first place.
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Today, most operators have little to no visibility into the home Wi-Fi environment. There is
a need for tools that give customer service representatives (CSRs) and technicians this
visibility so they can help manage the home Wi-Fi network to ensure a satisfactory end-toend quality of experience (QoE).

HOME WI-FI ANALYTICS SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Residential broadband providers need to be able to streamline the subscriber experience by
managing gateway devices for provisioning, firmware upgrades, security configuration, etc.
With Wi-Fi analytics built into the gateway, they can monitor performance trends, detect
issues before they affect the consumer, and even predict issues such as a hardware failure.
These analytics can form part of a feedback loop to the device management system to
resolve issues remotely (e.g., changing the Wi-Fi channel to avoid interference).
The analytics solution could monitor Wi-Fi performance and environment statistics,
bandwidth utilization per connected device, and hardware status. As well as monitoring the
residential gateway, the analytics solution could be used to monitor the performance of
other devices in the home provided by the operator such as an Internet Protocol TV (IPTV)
set-top box or a Voice over IP (VoIP) phone.
The analytics solution should empower CSRs by providing visibility into common Wi-Fi
connectivity issues, as well as aid in streamlining the subscriber experience by tracking
market trends across the subscriber base for the benefit of marketing, network engineering,
and capacity management. The solution should give CSRs a single pane of glass with
subscriber, network, and device information (real-time and historic) in one view, saving
them from having to swivel between different systems. Remote access to information that
used to only be available to trained onsite staff would allow customer care and engineering
to troubleshoot problems without the need for a truck roll.
For more tech-savvy subscribers, a portal can provide greater independence in managing
their home wireless network. The portal, accessed with a smartphone, could show them
which devices are on their network and what the quality of connection is for each. The
portal could provide simple recommendations for corrective action such as changing Wi-Fi
channels or moving the device closer to the home gateway. It might even allow people to
block a device (e.g., a child’s phone at bedtime).
For the CSR, more detailed analytics would show the bandwidth use per device in each
household throughout the day. This could help explain why one child’s video streaming was
being interrupted by another’s video game download.
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BENEFITS FOR SERVICE PROVIDERS
A subscriber analytics solution to detect and resolve home Wi-Fi networking issues should
lead to greater subscriber satisfaction and loyalty. At the same time, it should reduce the
cost to serve the subscriber by eliminating calls to CSRs to complain about home Wi-Fi
problems and by eliminating unnecessary technician truck rolls. For example, one customer
of ADTRAN was able to save $10.50 per subscriber per year using home Wi-Fi analytics.
With around 120 million fixed broadband subscriptions in North America alone, that
translates into a potential savings of $1.3 billion annually.
An additional potential benefit might come from monetizing the subscriber experience with
new revenue streams associated with a managed Wi-Fi service. For example, one of
ADTRAN’s customers sells their subscriber-facing Wi-Fi management tool as part of a $3 per
month “managed Wi-Fi” premium service.
A survey conducted during the Light Reading webinar, Taming the Home Networking
Monster, found that 69% of respondents thought consumers would be prepared to pay for
managed home Wi-Fi. The weighted average response (assuming $8 for the $7 or more
category) was $2.7 per month.
Figure 3: How much would consumers pay for managed home Wi-Fi?
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for managed home Wi-Fi services (not including equipment
rental)?
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Even if service providers do not monetize the Wi-Fi analytics capability directly, some have
found that the ability to resolve subscriber problems quickly increases the likelihood that the
customer agent can then upsell other services to the satisfied subscriber.
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THE IMPORTANCE OF A STANDARDS-BASED APPROACH
While the benefits of a home Wi-Fi analytics capability are clear, service providers should
take care that their chosen solution is standards-based to ensure they are scalable, flexible,
secure, and built as an evolution of existing technology. Some companies in the consumer
electronics industry are attempting to gain control of the broadband experience by creating
vertically integrated solutions for their products. Meanwhile, some telecom and cable
vendors are trying to create “walled garden” ecosystems composed of one-off integrations
that allow a defined set of products to work together harmoniously. Both options could end
badly for service providers as their role becomes marginalized or they are locked into
proprietary technology. Instead, operators should leverage the evolution of the tried-andtrue TR-069 technology that is used to manage over 800 million broadband installations.
CPE WAN Management Protocol (CWMP) – known by its document number, TR-069 – was
developed shortly after the turn of the century and has been regularly updated to solve a
critical problem for broadband internet service providers (ISPs): the need to manage and
monitor in-home devices, including modems and gateways. People take this capability for
granted, but in the early days of digital subscriber line (DSL) and cable modems, broadband
ISPs were plagued by the inability to quickly discover what was causing a customer
problem. Often, the broadband line itself was fine, but there was an issue with the modem,
its connection to a PC, or the computer itself. None of these could be remotely detected.
The result was a massive customer service headache that initially slowed broadband
adoption and drove up deployment costs significantly. With each subscriber added, there
were time-consuming and costly issues around installation, maintenance, and upgrades for
customer premises equipment (CPE) that led to thousands of hours of customer service calls
and wasted truck rolls, as well as many frustrated subscribers.
Consequently, service providers encouraged their vendors to join the Broadband Forum and
devise an industry solution. The auto-config working group spent many months in
discussion before finalizing the specifications for how TR-069 would work to enable remote
diagnostics and management of CPE.
The next generation of CWMP is the User Services Platform (USP), also known by its
document number, TR-369. USP is an interoperable, non-proprietary standard designed to
meet the latest management challenges of connected devices (network gateways, wholehome and enterprise Wi-Fi, and Internet of Things [IoT]). The latest version is published at
http://usp.technology. Use cases supported by USP include the following:
•

Control service quality in the home network and monitor threats.

•

Let customer support monitor and troubleshoot connected devices, services, and
home network links.

•

Bootstrap and configure newly purchased/installed devices.

•

Perform life cycle management of consumer connected devices (including security
patches).

•

Allow the user to interact with their devices and services using customer portals or
control points on their own smart devices (e.g., a smartphone).
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•

Provision and manage third-party software agents to run on any CPE. This allows
cloud solutions to easily connect to any authorized CPE without the need for
proprietary software on the CPE.

CONCLUSIONS
Amplifying the home Wi-Fi subscriber experience is a significant opportunity for operators to
reduce operating costs and increase customer loyalty. With data analytics providing
subscriber insight and remote diagnostics, operators can accomplish the following:
•

Reduce customer support costs with proactive network intelligence, resulting in the
elimination of unnecessary calls to customer support and truck rolls. Instead,
problems can be automatically identified and corrective actions can be determined
and implemented remotely.

•

Increase customer satisfaction and reduce churn. By solving their home Wi-Fi
problems for them and/or giving subscribers the power to understand and resolve
issues on their own, operators can build customer loyalty.

•

Increase upsell opportunities by identifying high usage subscribers that would benefit
from higher bandwidth services. A managed home Wi-Fi service could be a valueadded service for operators.

As the Light Reading webinar poll result below shows, the vast majority (85%) of
respondents see a need for a home Wi-Fi analysis solution but only a small minority (20%)
have implemented one. Operators looking to differentiate in the market should consider
investing in such a solution and ensuring that it adheres to industry standards that enable
scalability, flexibility, and security.
Figure 4: When do you plan to select a home Wi-Fi analysis product?
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As the Peter Drucker quote goes: “If you can’t measure it, you can’t manage it.” If
operators are not measuring their customers’ home Wi-Fi experience, how can they hope
to manage it?
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ABOUT ADTRAN
This section is written by ADTRAN.
At ADTRAN, Inc., we believe amazing things happen when people connect. From the cloud
edge to the subscriber edge, we help communications service providers around the world
manage and scale services that connect people, places and things to advance human
progress. Whether rural or urban, domestic or international, telco or cable, enterprise or
residential – ADTRAN solutions optimize existing technology infrastructures and create new,
multi-gigabit platforms that leverage cloud economics, data analytics, machine learning and
open ecosystems.
ADTRAN offers more than three decades of experience in helping service providers of all
types in all regions build their best network. More than 2,000 employees strong, ADTRAN is
a global leader in telecommunications solutions with customers in more than 68 countries.
With products for both carrier and enterprise markets, ADTRAN is uniquely positioned to
provide complete end-to-end solutions that produce the greatest network efficiency and at
the lowest possible cost. Service providers depend on our equipment to connect central
offices or remote terminals directly to subscriber equipment. This enables the delivery of
voice, video and Internet services all while supporting business customers with a full line of
business-class networking solutions.
In 2018, ADTRAN acquired SmartRG, a leading provider of carrier-class, open-source
connected home platforms and cloud services for broadband service providers. These
future-proof solutions simplify the complex internet ecosystem, enabling service providers
to fully realize the opportunity of residential broadband.
One of the cornerstones of the SmartRG portfolio is Home Analytics. This solution provides
real-time and historical analyses of home network connectivity issues. It then delivers
recommended corrective actions for support agents and end users as well as networkwide
health summaries and trends.
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